Introduction
Among many well-known transition metal oxides, perovskite cobalt oxides have emerged as a new distinct class of materials offering a variety of fascinating physical phenomena and potentially useful physical properties, such as ferromagnetism [1] , thermoelectricity [2] , giant magnetoresistance [3] [4] [5] and multiferroism [6] . The rich physical and complex properties of the materials are largely due to the possible presence of multi-valence states of cobalt ions in the compounds, namely Co 2+ , Co 3+ , Co 4+ or the intermediate mixed valence states, which are associated with structural and compositional variations of the system, giving rise to various charge and orbital ordering phases. Besides, this system has the ability to adopt different types of coordination ranging from tetrahedral, pyramidal, to octahedral coordination, making it an attractive candidate for the * E-mail: inge@fi.itb.ac.id formation of a number of different structures, with the oxygen nonstoichiometry, playing the role of a crucial parameter for tuning their physical properties. Moreover, various possible states of low-spin (LS, t 6 2g ), intermediate-spin (IS, t 5 2g e 1 g ), and highspin (HS, t 4 2g e 2 g ) configurations of cobalt ions may also lead to different electrical transport and magnetic properties, covering ferromagnetic conductor, antiferromagnetism insulator, and multiferroism. These variations of spin states are possible as they are very closely placed in energy and, hence, can be readily changed by temperature, pressure, external magnetic field or oxygen content, resulting in certain modifications of the Co-O atomic distance, O-Co-O bond angle and crystal field splitting. The rich relations among those structural and spin state variations as well as their influences on the compound magnetic properties have been the subjects of intensive research worldwide [7] .
Focusing on the magnetic properties, it is worth recalling that the La 1−x Sr x CoO 3 system has long been shown to undergo ferromagnetic transition at the highest temperature of T C = 250 K [8] . It has also been more or less established that the ferromagnetic ordering for x 0.18 is the result of double exchange interaction between the t g spins of Co 3+ and Co 4+ in either their intermediate spin [8, 9] or low spin states [10] . A higher T C of around 300 K was later reported in cobalt oxide RBaCo 2 O 5.5 (R = rare earth element) [3, 11] , where only Co 3+ was found in the compound, implying the irrelevance of the conventional double exchange interaction for the appearance of ferromagnetic ordering. For R = Tb [5] , the ferromagnetic coupling of the spins was suggested to be driven by orbital ordering along the a-axis at 340 K, with antiferromagnetic coupling appearing along the b-axis at 260 K due to superexchange interaction. The bulk ferromagnetic phase is believed to be stabilized at the higher temperature of 300 K as a result of spin state transition of Co 3+ from IS to HS [5] , while LS to HS transition was found in similar range of temperature for R = Gd [3, 11] due to oxygen vacancy ordering reported for this compound [3] . These developments were recently followed by the discovery of new A-site ordered perovskite Co-oxides of Sr 1−x R x CoO 3 (R = Y and lanthanide) as independently reported by Withers et al. [12, 13] and Istomin et al. [14, 15] . The evidences and effects of cation ordering in the abplane as well as the presence of oxygen vacancies and their ordering were presented in those reports, although the two groups differed in their interpretations of the specific nature of oxygen ordering. It was later shown in a detailed study of Sr 2/3 Y 1/3 CoO 8/3+δ compound [16] that a subtle addition of oxygen (δ = 0.04) resulted in the collapse of the orbital ordering found in the compound with δ = 0, and led to an FM-AFM transition along with metal-insulator transition. This system has since attracted a growing interest of researchers owing to the rich structural and magnetic phases as well as the associated charge transport properties [16] [17] [18] . An intensified research activity on this system was further stimulated by the observation of room-temperature ferromagnetism in the oxygen deficient Sr 1−x Y x CoO 3−δ compounds (note the different and opposite meaning of δ in this formula compared with that used by Maignan et al. [16] ) at 335 K in a very narrow dopant concentration range of 0.2 x 0.25 [19] . This is in clear contrast to the case of La 1−x Sr x CoO 3 , where both its magnetization and associated T C vary continuously with x over a relatively extended range. This ferromagnetic transition temperature is so far the highest attained among perovskite Co-oxides and promising for future spintronic devices applications [20] and for use as cathode in solid oxide fuel cells [21] .
Instead of the double exchange interaction responsible for the ferromagnetism in some perovskite Co oxides (La 1−x Sr x CoO 3 ) [8] as noted earlier, it has been shown that the Co orbital ordering, related to Y/Sr ordering as well as the oxygen deficiency, are most likely to be at the root of the ferromagnetism in the Sr 1−x R x CoO 3 (R = Y and lanthanides) system [19, 22, 23] . Recently, detailed analyses based on synchrotron X-ray diffraction [24] and neutron diffraction data [25] have mostly established that the oxygen vacancies are responsible for the creation of a superstructure consisting of oxygen rich octahedral (CoO 6 ) layers and oxygen deficient tetrahedral (CoO 4+δ ) layers. The studies further revealed three distinct antiferromagnetic orderings in the tetrahedral layer, which under the influence of the local symmetry give rise to a net ferromagnetic ordering. In an independent study, electrical transport and magnetism of the compound have been shown to be affected by the type and amount of the R dopant [7] . In particular, the doping on the Co sites may have certain effects on the magnetic properties since the partial replacement of Co may either directly weaken the magnetically active constituents in the system, or indirectly induce the unfavorable changes in the oxygen content as well as the structure and orbital orderings in the system. It was reported [26] that 25 % substitution of Co with non-magnetic Ga in the Sr 0.75 Y 0.25 CoO 2.625+δ resulted in lowering of ferromagnetic (FM) transition temperature and weakening of the FM ordering, while 50 % replacement of Co by magnetic Fe has instead led to the suppression of the FM order, suggesting important roles of doping induced effects, other than the magnetic properties of the dopant. Indeed, the two cases were shown to be related to different induced changes in oxygen content and the perovskite structure. Specifically, suppression of FM order shown in the compound with 50 % Co replacement by Fe is accompanied with a large reduction of oxygen deficiency by 0.076, and significant changes in the crystal structure, whereas δ ∼ = 0 and relatively small changes in the crystal structure were found in the sample of 25 % Co substitution by Ga. Interestingly, more recent studies [27, 28] , while confirming the suppression of FM ordering and 0.045 reduction of oxygen deficiency upon 50 % Fe doping of the same compound have also shown that the compound with 12 % Fe doping still exhibits a small residual FM signal somewhat similar to what was found in 25 % Ga doped sample, while undergoing unequally smaller reduction of oxygen deficiency of about 0.020. In view of the scarcity of reports in this doping range, it is desirable to verify or confirm the dopant induced changes particularly at the low level Co replacement by Fe. For that purpose we have conducted a study on the effects of 10 % Fe replacement of the Co ions in Sr 0.775 Y 0.225 CoO 3−δ , in terms of the induced modification of the magnetic property, in conjunction with changes of the oxygen content and local crystal structure, for comparison with previously reported results cited above. powders provided by Sigma Aldrich with purity better than 99.9 %. The two different mixtures were separately prepared according to the corresponding stoichiometric formulae by thorough grinding and mixing before being pelletized for subsequent calcination at 1000°C for 10 hours. This was followed by sintering process at 1100°C for 20 hours in air, interrupted by intermediate grindings. The resulted samples were furnace cooled.
Experimental
The structural characterization of the samples was performed by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement using Philips machine with CuKα radiation source. The data were taken for diffraction angle (2θ) ranging from 10°to 80°, at a step of 0.02°. Refinement analysis of the XRD patterns was carried out according to Rietveld method [29] . The dc magnetization measurements were performed with a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer from Quantum Design MPMS. The temperature dependent magnetization (M-T) curves were measured in both zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) modes between 5 and 300 K with an applied H field of 1 kOe. The field dependent magnetization (M-H) curves were measured within H = ±70 kOe at 2 K.
For the determination of oxygen content, the standard iodometric titration method was employed by dissolving about 25 mg of the resulted samples in HCl (1 M) solution containing an excess of KI. This resulted in the reduction of Co 3+ and Co 4+ ions in the sample, which were turned into Co 2+ ions, leading to the formation of a stoichiometric amount of iodine (I 2 ) in the solution. The iodine was then titrated with Na 2 S 2 O 3 (0.015 M) solution using starch as an indicator which was added just before the end-point. The refinement of XRD data for extracting the lattice parameters was carried out by adopting the space group of tetragonal I4/mmm for the crystal structure which had been successfully used in previous works [14] .
Results and discussion

XRD characterization
The specific model employed for the detailed analysis of the XRD data for the Fe-free sample was chosen from among those proposed in the literature [12] [13] [14] . It was found that the model best fitted our data was the one proposed by Istomin et al. [14] . For the structural analysis of the Fedoped sample, on the other hand, comparison was made between the model proposed by Lindberg et al. [26] compound with modifications of (Sr,Y) cation distribution, and additional 10 % replacement of Co by Fe as well as small addition of oxygen (O5). These two models were separately applied to fit our data for the Fe doped sample. The resulted fittings of the highest and third highest diffraction peaks are shown in Fig. 2 . It is seen that the two XRD intensity profiles are better fitted by the modified Istomin model which has been, henceforth, employed for the ensuing analysis. The resulted best fitted lattice parameters and the tetragonal distortion as measured by the c/a ratio are summarized in Table 1 , together with the associated values of R p , R wp and χ 2 . Further, the observed and calculated XRD patterns using the best fitted parameters as well as their differences are shown in Fig. 3 for both Fe-free and Fe-doped samples. As shown in the figure, the very small intensity differences between the calculated and [26] (ii) and those fitted by the modified Istomin model [14] (iii) as explained in the text. measured patterns for both samples indicate the quality of the best fitted crystal parameters given in Table 1 .
We further note from Table 1 that for Sr 0.775 Y 0.225 CoO 3−δ sample, the lattice parameters and tetragonal distortion (c/a) are almost the same with those given in previous report [22] for the same Y dopant concentration which was in the oxygen deficient sample. Upon doping of Fe, the lattice parameter a is seen to decrease slightly, while c increases by even a smaller percentage, resulting in the tiny increase of the tetragonal distortion or c/a ratio. Those changes are likely related to the small differences between the ionic radii of the sixcoordinated trivalent Fe 3+ ions and the Co 3+ ionic radii in both LS and HS spin states as cited in a previous report [30] (r(Co 3+ in LS) = 0.545Å, r(Co 3+ in HS) = 0.61Å, r(Fe 3+ in LS) = 0.55Å, r(Fe 3+ in HS) = 0.645Å). These changes are opposite to those reported by Lindberg et al. [26] , but the differences are bordering the limit of our data accuracy and, therefore, are not to be further discussed. 
Magnetization measurement and analysis
The results of magnetization measurements showing the temperature-dependent magnetization (M-T) curves for Fe-free and Fe-doped samples are presented in Fig. 4 , and the corresponding field-dependent magnetization (M-H) curves are given in Fig. 5 . It is observed from Fig. 4a and Fig. 5a that the Sr 0.775 Y 0.225 CoO 3−δ compound exhibits ferromagnetic ordering at the clearly discernable onset temperature of 335 K, in agreement with those reported by Kobayashi et al. [19] , Balamurugan [22] , and Troyanchuk et al. [27, 28] for the oxygen deficient samples at the same yttrium doping level. Upon 10 % Fe replacement of Co, the measured M-T curve presented in Fig. 4b shows the relatively less rapid rise of the ZFC magnetization around 335 K and its splitting from the FC magnetization curve remains clearly observable at a slightly higher temperature, similar to the result reported for the sample with 12 % Fe-doping [27, 28] and the 25 % Ga replacement of Co [26] . As shown in Fig. 5b , a small but perceptible retention of FM ordering is also observable, although it is marked by a magnetization value about one order of magnitude smaller than that found in Sr 0.775 Y 0.225 CoO 3−δ . The result presented in Fig. 4b is notably different from the magnetization curves reported for the 50 % Co substitution by Fe, which shows the complete suppression of FM ordering [26, 27] . The cusp-like anomaly occurring at the temperature about 325 K on the ZFC curve is understood to signify the antiferromagnetic contribution [27, 28] . For the two compounds, there is no sign for the existence of spin glass state as found in the SrCo 1−x M x O 3−δ (M = Nb, Ru) system [31] , in agreement with the previous report [16] . It seems that with further increase of Fe content, the ferromagnetic ordering becomes smeared out and it turns into a stabilized antiferromagnetic ground state as observed in the 50 % Fe-doped samples reported on the basis of neutron diffraction data [26, 27] .
Modified oxygen deficiency and local structural change
As mentioned earlier on the basis of previously published reports, the appearance of the peculiar high temperature FM ordering in the 314 cobalt oxide is crucially linked with the specific narrow range of oxygen deficiency, which leads to certain vacancy and cation ordering yielding the net FM ordering in the oxygen deficient CoO 4+δ layer. Given the degree of weakened FM order upon 10 % Fe replacement of Co, it would be worthwhile to find out the corresponding reduction of oxygen deficiency in our sample. This was carried out by the iodometric titration method. For each sample, a series of three titration processes was performed, which showed a reproducibility within an error of about ±0.006 for the oxygen content. The average oxygen-vacancy determined in this experiment gave a δ value of 0.025 for the reduction of oxygen deficiency with respect to that found for the Fe-free sample. This value is considerably less than the values of 0.076 and 0.045 previously reported for 50 % Fe substitution of Co [26] [27] [28] and more or less the same with the value of 0.02 for 12 % Fe-doped samples [27, 28] , while being slightly larger than the near zero change in Ga-doped sample [26] . All those three samples of low Fe doping and 25 % Ga doping exhibit weak retention of the ferromagnetic-like contribution in the measured magnetization curves, in a clear contrast to the complete suppression of FM ordering with much larger increase of oxygen content in the 50 % Fedoped samples [26, 27] . These results, thus, have corroborated the important correlation between the oxygen deficiency and the magnetic property of this compound.
In view of the close connection between the oxygen deficiency and the appearance of structural change, it is tempting at this point to further ascertain the possible signs of the accompanying doping induced structural changes involving the octahedral and tetrahedral layers of Co-O coordination. To this end, the refinement analysis has been conducted at the atomic level on the basis of the same model employed for deducing the result given in Table 1 . The resulted atomic positions are given in Table 2 for both Fe free and Fe doped samples, and the associated crystal structures generated using Vesta 3 program [32] are presented in Fig. 6 . As shown in the figure, both structures generally consist of alternate stacking of (Sr,Y)O and CoO 2−δ layers. The A-site cations are ordered along the c direction and the ab-plane, which is in good agreement with the results reported previously [12, 14] . Referring to Table 2 , Co-ions (Co1 and Co2) in both structures are seen to occupy two different sites in the alternating slabs of octahedral and tetrahedral in agreement with Istomin et al. [14] . These so-called ordered 314 phase structure, associated with the Sr 0.75 Y 0.25 CoO 3−δ stoichiometric formula, apparently resembles the Brownmillerite structure found in the mineral Ca 2 [Fe,Al] 2 O 5 which also consists of alternating layers of tetrahedral and octahedral. In the 314 structure, however, the Co ions in the tetrahedral section form the tetracyclic Co 4 O 12 units due to Sr 2+ and Y 3+ ordering, instead of the formation of infinite Co chains in the tetrahedral section found in the brownmillerite structure [14, 33] .
A further analysis of the interatomic distances between the Co cation and the neighboring anions as well as the bond angles at the Co cation vertices indicates perceptible differences in the changes of Co-O 2 bond lengths similar to changes previously Table 2 . reported for 12 % Fe-doped and 25 % Ga-doped samples but different from those reported for 50 % Fe-doped samples. The consequence of this difference results in perceptible structural changes of octahedral (d O ) and tetrahedral (d T ) slabs, as depicted in Fig. 7 . Specifically, the slab thickness calculated as the distance between the O2 ions in each slab gives the estimated values of d O = 4.31Å, d T = 3.39Å for the Fe-free sample, and d O = 4.41Å, d T = 3.31Å for the Fe-doped sample. We note that the same trend, marked by an increase of octahedral block layer and the decrease of tetrahedral block layer is also found in the 25 % Ga-doped compound, while both slabs were found to be elongated in the sample with 50 % Co replacement by Fe [26] .
It is worth noting in this connection that recent reports [25, 27, 28] have shown that the Co ions in the octahedral slab are non-magnetic as they are in the LS state, while Co ions in the tetrahedral slab are magnetic. Related to those structural changes, the magnetic effect of the dilation of octahedral block may be slightly compensated by that of the shrinkage of the tetrahedral block, which results in smaller net increase in the distance between the magnetic Co ions compared to what happens in the 50 % Fe-doped sample. This may roughly explain the observed residual ferromagnetic ordering in this sample instead of the complete suppression of FM ordering in the 50 % Fe-doped sample.
Conclusion
We have presented the measurement results of effects induced by 10 % Fe substitution of Co in a perovskite Sr 0.775 Y 0.225 CoO 3−δ compound. The M-T and M-H data of the sample exhibit tiny hysteretic behavior, with the magnetization value reduced by one to two orders of magnitude in comparison to those measured for the Fe-free sample, similar to the results for 12 % Fe doped sample and 25 % Ga doped sample reported previously. This is in a clear contrast to the case of complete suppression of FM order reported for 50 % Fe-doped sample. It has been shown that relatively small reduction of oxygen deficiency of 0.025 is found in our sample, similar to that reported for 12 % Fe doped sample, but substantially smaller than the value of 0.045 to 0.076 reported for 50 % Fe doped samples. Further, the structural analysis performed on the basis of XRD data also indicates perceptible changes in the octahedral and tetrahedral Co-O slabs which are different from those found for the 50 % Fe doped compound, and may offer some hints regarding different effects on the FM orderings in those different compounds.
